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Dear Colleague 

A short time ago, you registered with us to access five Ovid databases - Medline, ClNAHL, 
AMED, CLINPSYC and EBMR (Evidence-Based Medicine Reviews) - via the Internet. We 
hope you have been able to search these databases successfully and that being able to has 
proved useful to you. 

At the time, we sent you a list of 32 full-text electronic journals which we thought would be 
available from October. In fact, as you may already have discovered, they are available now! 
This means that if you seamh any of the five Ovid databases and retrieve references from any 
of the journals on the list, you can link to the full text of articles! Alternatively, you can search all 
Journals@Ovid Full Text titles as if they were a database! 

Please find attached an up-to-date list of all the databases and electronic journals available to 
you. Note that the databases include EMBASE (an excellent alternative to Medline) and HMIC 
(a very good health management database). You will find both of these and BNI (British 
Nursing Index) on the Internet at www.optonet.net (BNI was formerly at a different address). 
As before, the username and password are smhp and miltonp respectively. 

If you would like further help to make the most of these databases and electronic journals, may I 
suggest that you contact one of the following members of library staff: 

If you work for Portsmouth 
Hospitals Trust: 

Pip Beck 
Clinical Support Librarian 
Ext 6042 

If you work for Portsmouth 
Healthcare Trust: 

Pauline Blagden 
Library Services Facilitator 
Tel 023 9228 6000 ext 3906 

If you work for Portsmouth 
Health Authority or in primary 
care: 

Rosie Hatherley 
Outreach Librarian 
Tel 023 9228 6000 ext 4851 

Yours sincerely 

Helen Bingham 
Library Services Manager 
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